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Martin Luther King, Jr. Birth Home
501 Auburn Avenue
Atlanta
Fulton County
Georgia

HABS No. GA-1171

Nos. 1-8: David J. Kaminsky, Photographer December, 1979
No. 9: Kenneth Kay, Photographer 1980

GA-1171-1 NORTH FRONT, ELEVATION
GA-1171-2 NORTH FRONT, ELEVATION (CLOSER VIEW)
GA-1171-3 NORTH FRONT, OBLIQUE VIEW, FROM THE NORTHEAST
GA-1171-4 SOUTH REAR
GA-1171-5 EAST SIDE
GA-1171-6 WEST SIDE, PORCH, LOOKING SOUTHWEST
GA-1171-7 INTERIOR, LOOKING EAST IN FRONT ROOM
GA-1171-8 INTERIOR, STAIRCASE, LOOKING NORTHWEST
GA-1171-9 NORTH FRONT, OBLIQUE VIEW, FROM THE NORTHWEST
ADDENDUM TO
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. BIRTH HOME
Martin Luther King Jr. National Historic Site
501 Auburn Avenue
Atlanta
Fulton County
Georgia

GA-1171-1 through GA-1171-9 were transmitted to the Library of Congress.

INDEX TO COLOR TRANSPARENCIES

All color xeroxes were made from a duplicate color transparency.

David J. Kaminsky, Photographer, December 1979

GA-1171-10 (CT) NORTH FRONT ELEVATION
GA-1171-11 (CT) NORTH FRONT ELEVATION (CLOSER VIEW)
GA-1171-12 (CT) NORTH FRONT, OBLIQUE VIEW, FROM THE NORTHEAST